
Klick Monster 
Standard

EBS - Electronic Brake System
One touch of the brake lever is all it takes to stop the Klick without having to use the 
mechanical brake. During the EBS braking the energy produced will be recovered and 
used to recharge the battery. 
The mechanical brake can still be activated by applying a greater force on the brake 
lever, the two braking system will then merge together in a single braking action.

“Walking Pace” -  Speed Setting 
Ideal for your relaxing strolls, the “walking pace” function will make your Klick 
maintain a constant speed of 4,5 km/h. 

Model Klick Monster Standard
Material Aluminium
Motor 48V x 1000W brushless
Wheel 20” tyre XL
Display Multifunction LCD, 5 speed settings, cruise control, walking pace
Battery Lithium 48V x 11 Ah (weight 3.0 kg)
Handlebar Aluminium, adjustable in height, depth and angle
Brakes Double Brake system 160 mm with Electronic Brake System
Size W 50 cm x H 90 cm x D 50 cm
Connection Klick Linking System Klaxon® (worldwide patented)
Weight 15.0 kg (battery excluded)
Range About 40 km (speed setting 1, ground level)
Included 
accessories

Battery 11 Ah with battery charger, reverse gear, LCD display, 
bell, foldable kickstand, splashguard

Linking System Klaxon® - Worldwide Patent



Safe and secure
With our high level of quality and performance we want to 
ensure that your KLICK takes you where you want to go, so 
you can move independently and engage in a more active 
lifestyle.

Light and easy to handle
Experience a new level of freedom, as your KLICK will 
help you overcome everyday obstacles, climb steep 
roads and manage difficult terrains with ease. It is easily 
manoeuvrable, allowing you to turn in small places.

Compact and suitable for travel
Explore new horizons, go on an adventurous trip or just 
cruise the streets for the pure joy of it!
You will enjoy it!

“ I want to make memories...
                     all over the world...”      

Quick and easy to attach 
The innovative linking system allows for your favourite 
KLICK handbike to be connected and disconnected within 
seconds without any personal assistance, so you can 
explore new horizons and move independently.

Universal connection hub
The KLICK series is suitable for all manual wheelchair types, 
including foldable wheelchairs, thanks to the universal 
connection hub. Experience a new level of freedom without 
compromising the manoeuvrability and comfort of your 
manual wheelchair.

Suitable for different settings
Your KLICK can take on any environments, providing you a 
great terrain coverage, whether you want to climb steeps 
roads, go on an off-road adventure or manoeuvre easily 
through lively shopping streets or small indoor spaces.
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Mini Flybag - FLYBAG01 Power Battery (36V x 11Ah) - CC-1-11AH
Fly-Version (90 Wh) - CC-1-2,5AH PLUS Klaxon Gloves - GLOVES Front Light Monster/Race - CC-83-KIT

Standard Flybag - FLYBAG00 Mini Battery (36V x 5.8Ah) - MK-1-5AH
Fly-Version (90 Wh) - MK-1-2,5AH Addictional Traction Weight - CC-93-0000 Handlebar Extension Std - CC-25-0005

Handlebar Extension Tetra - CC-25-0004

Race Battery (48V x 11Ah) - CM-1-11AH
Fly-Version (280 Wh) - CM-1-5AH Hybrid Battery (48V x 11Ah) - CH-1-11AH Phone Holder - PHONE-HOLDER Race Battery Charger - CC-88-0001

Slim Battery (36V x 5.8Ah) - CC-1-5AH
Fly-Version (90 Wh) - CC-1-2,5AH SLIM

Quick Release Adjustable Handlebar Stem
CC-23-22-24-0001 Standard Light - LED-WHITE-0000 Power Battery Charger - CC-88-0000

Hybrid Battery Charger - K500050

Slim Battery Charger - CC-89-0000
Mini Battery Charger - MK-88-0000

X-Large Wheels Set
FATWHEELS 14” Tyres - CC-3-140017 18 19



The innovative linking system connects to any hand bike of the KLICK 
product range in seconds, allowing you to switch between your 
favourite KLICK hand bikes with ease. The universal connection hub 
adapts to all manual wheelchair types, including foldable wheelchairs. 
Experience a new level of freedom without compromising the 
manoeuvrability and comfort of your manual wheelchair. 
LINE-UP. ENGAGE. KLICK.
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Q U I C K
and easy to attach

L I N K S
in seconds

U N I V E R S A L
connection hub

Linking System Klaxon® 
Worldwide Patented

www.klaxon-klick.com

info@klaxon-klick.com

Facebook: 
@KlaxonKlickWorld

Instagram: 
@KlaxonKlick


